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How he uses unusual method to get
ett4ag,Th hearing of the people, to get the thought to them and how this kind

of situation calls attention of the people... Another ... which would increase

the attention later on, but not at thene end of the ministry...

I thougit that this would open up some very interesting connection with it.
renewal of new spirit

Rzekiel thnught us of a-new heart/.. he is going to give that which is very interesting.

Maybe we will come to that iitifu1.. we might turn to Isaiah, unless% you

have some further questions at this point. There is a man named Jack

KenedyT xgx Finnegan. He published a book in 1940 or some years later,

but not much later, 'what was the name of the book? The Ancient Past ... I think...

It relates to the Bible and you will find a lot of excellent material In it... but

for a smslmilar but for a summary... something that is very polite... Now if you

want a picture, look in the library called the Ancient Neareastern ... Related

to the Bible... published University of ... which has pictures

of archaeological material.., any of them .. .
to the Ancient Neareastern

then there is a companion Volume hich has

translation of texts.., those are good reliable sources, although they are. not

Pritchard's book ... they are quite genuine, for, they have pretty good
like to instruction

presentateion of ... not prejudiced in our direction. i you/have general te4uet1ei-
published

to these , this Modern Science and Ch stiari Faith /by the American Scientific
an article

Affiliation 1-0-&9----1949, has in it/about 30 paglong by myself on Archaeology
in

ai-As relation to the Bible. In that 30 pages '..1 covered a lot of material...

Mat gives general introduction to a lot of rather important illustrations, and
is

t he fact that there are- so much material in 30 pages...
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